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Goin’Digital
Howard Heywood takes some time out to give
his opinion of the 2nd generation digital NV
scope from Pulsar

Pulsar’s new N750 digital NV scope
is given the Howard Heywood
treatment and comes up trumps

A

t last thanks to Thomas Jacks Ltd I’ve
been given the opportunity to try out
the new (to me) Pulsar N750
Digi-Sight Night Vision Rifle Scope. Though I
don’t specifically review products such as
this, I do field test anything relevant to my
work and sport that comes my way. In that
respect I feel it more informative to give my
opinions on say a new rifle or moderator in
the same way I previously have on lamping
kit, where I feel it is of more use with pest
controllers such as myself. I’ll say now
though, after taking it out on extensive field
trials I found it to be a very interesting piece
of kit and well up to certain shooting
situations.

To fully understand
any NV scope
Howards reckons
it’s best to use it
as an observation
device initially

Get familiar
A quick piece of advice; to help familiarise
yourself with its control layout and
capabilities in different weather and lighting
conditions, first use it as a spotting scope
rather than put it straight onto a rifle. Like
any new bit of kit it takes a little getting used
to, not that there’s anything complicated
about the N750! Though I would advice once
fitted to the rifle before heading out foxing,
check the focus and contrast once on the
ground, so when you switch the unit on again
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Pros & Cons

In the field the N750 proved capable and for the money is
hard to beat for those looking for an effective NV scope

Because I’ve used Night Vision scopes
for so long, I felt it may help if I
outline some main differences I found
between the traditional intensifierpowered unit such as my Maxi-Kite and
the Digital N750 Nightvision Rifle
Scope I’m still testing.

TRADITIONAL
FOR
Long and wide field of view
Robust and waterproof

against
Night use only
Large
Heavy
Expensive

DIGITAL
FOR
Light and Compact
Day and night capable
Well priced

against
Not fully water proof
Will not penetrate foliage as IR
reflects back

CONTACT:
Thomas Jacks Ltd, 01789 264100
www.thomasjacks.co.uk

you will have nothing else to do except
concentrate on taking a well placed shot
on your quarry. To help get familiar with
my N750 I carried it around in the car for
weeks using it every opportunity I got.
On the darkest of nights with the fog
coming down from the valley I could
clearly tell a rabbit from a clump of grass
from 100 yards away and a fox from 130
yards. I could see farther than that but
found it hard to pick out a fox or a rabbit
unless they moved. That may not sound
impressive but it really was the darkest of
nights. On a clear night I have been able
to watch a fox getting up to its antics 300
yards away though again I could see
farther but I am talking about seeing and
being able to identify my quarry.
Clearly very impressive for a unit of
this size and considering the price
includes a three year guarantee that’s
hard to beat!

Fringe benefits
Everyone knows the benefits of good
NV; the whole idea is you can see your
quarry but it can’t see you. However,
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there are other benefits that no one
seems to mention when talking about
them; unlike a lamp you not only see
what’s immediately in front of you
but also some of the surroundings
making a safe shot even safer.
I use NV scopes in two ways, the best I
find is by ambushing my quarry sitting and
waiting for a specific fox that’s lamp shy or
if I have to walk then by having a lamp on a
lanyard around my neck lamping in the
normal way dropping the lamp on sighting
a fox while I slip the rifle off my shoulder.
Using a lamp alongside an NV scope in
this way keeps me mobile and makes it
easy for a one man operation. All pre-fitting
trials complete, all I had to do was fit the
scope to my Tikka 223 and sight it in at 1”
high at 100 yards and see if it would hold
its zero. I found no problem after 200 or
so rounds as nothing shifted and with the
N750 being digital I was able to zero it in
during day light hours which is another
bonus. This means you have one scope
and one rifle for both day or night foxing,
unlike my Maxi Kite which of course is
non-digital and purely for night use.

Size matters, does it? Howards Maxi-Kite (right)
in comparison to the N750 (left) both mounted on
Tikka T3s
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Live fire
With the scope/rifle zeroed (an article in
itself for any NV scope) all I had do was to
wait for a break in the weather to try the
N750 on live quarry. It’s one thing setting
up on the range and another actually
going out into a field where you could get
caught out trying to set up your sticks or
bipod. When it snowed earlier this year
I was out as soon as it had stopped! No
need for the integral IR illuminator, as the

snow actually extended the range, but all
I saw where a few rabbits and hares. Next
time I was able to get out, the snow had
been followed by heavy rain. Having NV
equipment as part of your armoury will
open up a whole new world but, like any
piece of kit, they have their limitations.
Keep within them and they will work well!
I found the Pulsar N750 easy to use with
a sensibly designed and clear defined

reticule. It was able to reach out to a good
distance allowing me to watch my quarry
coming in, it’s also good during daylight, the
only down side is when using the IR
illuminator. If there’s a bush or other
obstruction you can’t see beyond it
because the IR projected shines back like a
lamp in the fog. The other thing is it’s not
fully water proof so care must be taken
when using in damp and certainly wet
conditions.

Few faults
I enjoyed my introduction to this new
fangled technology, now available to us
as the Pulsar N750 Digi-Sight Nightvision
scope. It is really hard to find fault with.
Would I swap one for my Maxi-Kite? No,
but I will say if you don’t want to go to
the prices the Maxi still commands on
the used/classified ads – then many fox
shooters and of course those who hunt wild
boar will be more than happy with the 750’s
performance for sensible range shooting.
In fact I’ve been waiting for a call to go
try my hand against ‘hogs’ in this country
and I’m
hoping Thomas
Ltd1 let me
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keep
the
N750
long
enough
to
help me bag
The N750 offers the advantage
of both day and night use
one, hopefully more. If so, I’ll let you know
how things went.
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MM SPORTING LTD
SPORTING GOODS SUPPLIER
357 Llantarnam Road,
Cwmbran, Gwent NP44 3BN

• Practice days and
rifle shooting events
for individuals,
gun clubs and
professional clients
• Corporate days and events for companies
• Product launches for manufacturers and
importers
• Practice and training facilities for Military,
Police and security companies

CLULITE LR4
£49.00

Club-1clu-brit
£44.00

AL50T
£159.00

We are now supplying
custom replacement
parts for Tikka T3
rifles, this includes
bolt knobs, bolt
shrouds and stainless
bolt handles.

Tel: 01633 877358 / 07977431442

www.mmsporting.co.uk
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www.wms-firearmstraining.org
or call Andrew Venables on:

07767 365804 / 01686 413030
SS04.13/32/d

Mini Colibri
AL50T/
external speaker
AL300 £195.00

FREE COLD STEEL
ROACH BELLY
KNIFE with all
orders through
Shooting
Sports
until 30th
November
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or email on:

av@andrewvenables.com

SS04.13/24/d

AL50T REMOTE CONTROL
£220.00

